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ABSTRACT 
Let G be a group (or vector space) and A a group of transformations of G. A then 
acts as a group of transformations of P(G), the set of subsets of G. It is meaningful to 
study the orbit structure of P(G) under tbe action of A. The question of the existence 
of elements of P(G) with trivial isotropy subgroup seems to be of interest in studying 
tbe action of A on G. In this paper actions of affine groups over GF (2) are 
considered. It is proved, by an inductive construction, that every vector space over 
GF (2) of dimension at least six contains a subset with trivial isotropy subgroup. 
Let G be a group (or vector space) and A a group of transformations of 
G. A then acts as a group of transformations of P(G), the set of subsets of G. 
It is meaningful to study the orbit structure of P(G) under the action of A. 
The question of the existence of elements of P(G) with trivial isotropy 
subgroup seems to us to be of interest in studying the action of A on G. 
In a previous paper [l], Lloyd R. Welch and the author answered the 
question of what finite groups and vector spaces contain totally variant 
subsets (i.e., subsets moved by every non-identity automorphism, or in the 
vector space case, by every non-identity non-singular linear transformation). 
Here, actions of affine groups over GF (2) are considered. We prove that 
every vector space over GF (2) of dimension at least six contains an affinely 
totally variant subset. The cases for other finite fields are discussed in [3]. 
DEFINITION . Let s be a subset of the vector space V over GF (2). If 5 
has the property that the only non-singular linear transformation T on V with 
S T= S is the identity transformation, then S is totally variant (in V). If s 
has the property that the only affine transformation A on V with S A = 5 is 
the identity transformation, then S is affinely totally variant (in V). [An 
affine transformation A is one given by VA = uLA + wA for all v E V, where 
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LA is a non-singular linear transformation on V and w, is a fixed vector in 
V.1 
It was proved in [l] that the vector space V over GF (2) contains a totally 
variant subset for dimension one (vacuously) and for dimensions five and 
higher, but not for dimensions two, three and four. Counting arguments on 
the order of the linear group and the number of subsets of V were used for 
all dimensions except five and six, where specific sets were given. Similar 
counting arguments can be used here for all dimensions except five, six, and 
seven. We shall not use these arguments here, but point out the following: 
REMARK. V, (GF(2)) contains an affinely totally variant subset; V, 
(GF(2)), V, (GF(2)) and V, (GF(2)) do not. 
Proof The statement for Vi is obvious; those for the other vector spaces 
follow from the result in [l] that these spaces do not contain totally variant 
subsets, since an affinely totally variant subset is certainly totally variant. n 
The main theorem of this paper, proved inductively on dimension, gives 
the existence of affinely totally variant sets for dimension six and above. We 
were unable to prove anything definite about dimension five; however, a 
comparison of the number of subsets of V, (GF(2)) of given size with the 
order of the affine group shows that only sets of 13-19 elements can be 
affinely totally variant, and that if one set of n elements is affinely totally 
variant, more than half the n-element sets are. We checked, by computer, 
100 randomly generated sets of each of the possible sizes and found none of 
these to be affinely totally variant. This gives a strong suspicion, but not a 
proof, that V, (GF (2)) contains no affine totally variant subset. 
LEMMA 1. The foZZowing subset of V, (GF(2)) is affinely totally 
variant: 
s = ((oooooo), 
(001010), 
(010109), 
(011011), 
(lo@q, 
(101001), 
(119@Il), 
(111ooo), 
(909110) 
(901011), 
(010110), 
(011101), 
(loooll), 
(101011), 
(110010), 
(lllOll), 
(009111) 
(~lloo), 
(010111), 
(Olllll), 
(100111), 
(101100), 
(110101), 
(111100), 
(of-mm), 
(001101), 
(011ooo), 
(l~l), 
(lOl@q, 
(101101), 
(110110), 
(111111)). 
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Proof. This subset was generated, and checked, using an algorithm of 
the type described in [Z]. The algorithm was used to show that any 
one-to-one transformation A with the property that 
(1) SA=S. 
(2) (r + U? + u)A = oA + WA + uA, 
fixes every &IJJeJJt of Vs ( CF(2)). Property (2) is, of course, a characteriza- 
tion of affine transformations. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let 5 he n subset of V,, (GF(2)), n 25. We &fim fhe 
subsets S ’ and b * of V,, 1 (GF(2)) CAS foWoux: 
5’={(al ,..., cr,,O):(a, ,,.., n,)EX), 
5 *= S’u ((0 ,.,., OJ)). 
If 5 contains ‘more than half the non-zero eIernents of V,,, then S * is u 
totally txmunt set in V,, 1 if and only if 5 is totukly rmriunt in V,; 5 * is 
affinely totally variant in Vn+, if und only if 5 is r$finely totally cariant in 
Vw 
Proof. We cover both statements together. We first note that it is 
obvious that if s is not totally variant then Z * is not. So we assume 5 a 
totally variant subset of V,,, containing more than half the non-zero elements 
of V,,. I& A be an affine transformation on V,,+l, with 5 *A = 5 *. Let 
~4=vL+Gforall~EV,+,, 
v=(2_EV,+, withtl,,,= 
where I, is a linear transformation, bf V,,, ,_ If 
0}, then we cIaim L fixes V. 
To see this, we first note that for all pairs of elements of V, UA + UJA 
= (c + w)L. At most one element of 5 ‘, say Z= (q, . . . ,G, 0). is mapped 
outside of v by A. Since X contains more than half the non-zero elements of 
V=, the sums of pairs of elements of Cc ‘-3 must either span q or be an 
(n - l)-dimensional subspace of v or all but one element of such a subspace. 
In the first case, we immediately get VL = v. If the second case holds, and 
z= (2 1, . . . , z,), S - z is an (n - 1)-dimensiona subspace of V, or a translate of 
such a subspace. Since n > 5, no set 5 with this property can be totally 
variant in V,,, since a non-identity Iinear transformation can be chosen fixing 
the subspace, the translating element, and 2, hence fixing S 
Now we must have Z E t’, and A fixes 5 ‘, Define, for Z =_(a,, .. . , a,, O), 
a 7 (a,, ;. . , a,JE V,. Then A induces an affine transformation A on V, with 
GA = GL + a (i the obvious transformation induced by L). If s is affinely 
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totally variant, i = identity, a =O, and, since A fixes (0,. . . ,O, 1) in V,,,,, 
A = identity, and s * is affinely totally variant. If S is not affinely totally 
variant, Fen there are a linear transformation L on V, and a vector a #O 
with 5 L = 5 + a, and this choice will uniquely determine a non-identity 
affine transformation on V, + i fixing S *. n 
THEOREM. Let n > 6. Then V,, (GF(2)) contains an uffinely totally 
variant subset. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. One begins with Lemma 2 and 
goes up by Lemma 3, noting that if the set from the previous stage does not 
have the property in the hypotheses, then its complement does. n 
In conclusion, we note that one can use an algorithm of the type 
described in [2], either by itself or together with iteration of the procedure 
given in Lemma 2, to construct an affinely totally variant in V, (sGF(~)) for 
any n>6. 
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